What is the perfect nose? Lesson learnt from the literature*

Abstract

Background: The nose, as the central feature of the face, has a pivotal role in determining the overall proportion of the face, and is a topic of great interest in facial aesthetics.

Methodology: A literature review to elucidate a ‘perfect’ nose from an aesthetic stance.

Results: The width of the nose should be equal to the middle fifth based on neoclassical canon. The ideal mouth to nose width ratio conforms to the golden ratio. The ideal nose length (RT) is 0.67x midfacial height. A straight dorsum with no supratip break or a straight dorsum reduced to a level of 2mm below the tip creating a retroussé are both desirable. Numerous rules have been proposed with regards to ideal tip projection, Goode’s rule is perhaps the most widely used - the ratio of the projection of the nose measured from the alar crease should be 0.55-0.60 of the nasal dorsal length. The columella show should be 2-4mm. More recently, it has been suggested that a mathematically averaged nose is attractive.

Conclusion: Whilst many rules/ratios have been described, there’s no universal standard for the ‘perfect’ nose. The neoclassical norms may no longer represent the ideal, and facial aesthetics may be inciting changes in the standard of beauty.
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Introduction

Mankind has always been fascinated with beauty and elucidating key elements that makes someone regarded as beautiful. The nose, as the central feature of the face, has a pivotal role in determining the overall balance and proportion of the face. It should be in harmony with the other facial features and allow them to be appreciated. Dating back as far as ancient Greek times, many rules and ratios have been proposed in an attempt to mathematically quantify the ‘perfect’ nose. Facial aesthetic practice, including rhinoplasty has seen an exponential growth in recent years, as a result, these geometrical rules have been drawn upon to help achieve the best cosmetic result. This narrative review aims to examine the various canons described in the literature in trying to elucidate a ‘perfect’ nose from an aesthetic point of view.

Function and anatomy of the nose

The nose has a pyramidal shape, with the nasal root located cranially and continuous with the forehead. The apex of the nose ends inferiorly as the nasal tip. The dorsum of the nose connects the root and the tip. The nasal septum forms the central strut of the nose and separates the two nasal airways. The upper third of the nose is made up of a pair of nasal bones, the middle third comprises of stiffer paired upper lateral cartilages (ULC), through their attachment to the nasal bones, they provide structural support for the septum. The lower third comprises of a pair of softer lower lateral cartilages (LLC). The LLC are delicate and rests on the ULC for support. There is an overlap between the nasal bones and the LLC; if they become separated, the middle third of the nose can collapse causing nasal obstruction and an undesirable external appearance of the nose. The middle and the lower thirds of the nose play an important role as the nasal...
valve area. With increasing age, the overlap between the ULC and LLC becomes reduced, and loss of elasticity of the cartilages can result in their collapse, again causing nasal obstruction. In approximately 17% of the population, there is no overlap between ULC and LLC, the lack of support between these structures makes those individuals more liable to nasal impingement and obstruction on inspiration [2].

The nose has crucial functions in providing humification, heating and filtration of the inspired air. The nasal valve can be subdivided into the external and internal nasal valves. The external nasal valve is formed by the nasal floor inferiorly, the nasal septum and medial crura medially, the alar cartilage and fibro-fatty tissue anterolaterally, and the internal nasal valve opening posteriorly [3]. The internal nasal valve is the aperture between the nasal septum and the ULC. The angle formed between them is approximately 10-15° in the Caucasian population [4]. Airway resistance during breathing is important for optimal lung expansion. The nose is responsible for 30-50% of the airway resistance during inspiration [5], the internal and external nasal valves provide such a resistance and acts as a flow limiter, in particular, the internal nasal valve is the major flow limiting segment. When either of the two areas are narrowed, nasal obstruction occurs. As per Poiseuille’s Law, resistance is inversely proportional to the radius to the fourth power, therefore even a small narrowing can have a significant impact on airflow resistance. Inspiratory air currents are directed upwards across the inferior and middle turbinates and thereafter into the nasopharynx. The direction of air flow is partly governed by the horizontal position of the anterior nares and the shape of the septum. The cartilaginous skeleton of the nasal alae prevent their collapse during negative pressure inspiration.

The shape of the nasal tip is determined by the strength and shape of the LLC and the thickness of the overlying skin [6]. It has been argued that the tip is the most important determinant of a beautiful nose [7]. A bulbous tip can be due to convex LLC and/or thicker skin over the tip, it can be corrected by trimming of the subcutaneous fat and cephalic trim for convex LLC. However, care needs to be taken as excessive cephalic trim, can lead to depressed LLC, causing the external nasal valve to collapse, resulting in signs and symptoms of nasal obstruction [8]. Clearly, this highlights the delicate balance between functionality and cosmesis of the nose that needs to be taken into consideration when performing a rhinoplasty.

The ideal width of the nose measure as the alar base should be one fifth of the total width of the face (see later). A large tip lobule and wide alar bases can both give the appearance of a disproportionately large nose from an anterior view. A wider alar base with flared alae are particularly common in Southeast Asian and Afro-Caribbean noses [9]. This can be correct via a wedge incision to narrow the base. However, as the nasal aperture is a component of the external nasal valve, excessive narrowing of the aperture can again lead to iatrogenic nasal obstruction.

**Horizontal thirds**

In his publications on the human anatomy, Da Vinci divided the face into equal horizontal thirds (Figure 1). The upper third measures from the trichion (midpoint of the hairline) to the glabella (area above the nose and between the eyebrows). The middle third measures from the glabella to the subnasale (where nasal septum meets the upper lip). The lower third measures from the subnasale to the menton (most inferior point of the chin). As the nose occupies the middle third of the face, the ideal nose length should be in proportion to the midface. This has been proposed to be 0.67 x midfacial height [9]. Milutinovic et al. examined photographs of Caucasian female celebrities (actresses and models) and compared them to a group of anonymous Caucasian females from the general population. They found anonymous Caucasian females showed statistically significant differences between the sizes of the three horizontal thirds, whereas the female celebrities (named as most beautiful faces by fashion
magazines) showed no significant difference between the sizes of their facial thirds. Therefore, the relationship between neoclassical norm of equal thirds and the modern perception of beauty appears to hold.

It is worth noting that the method of thirds is based on Greek neoclassical canons and typically applies to Caucasian populations, but interestingly demonstrates consistent differences between ethnicities. Sim et al. looked at facial proportions of southern Chinese females and found the middle third to be consistently taller in the Chinese population compared to the Caucasian population, whilst the upper third (forehead) was smaller. It has been shown that the greatest interethnic variability in facial thirds exist in the height of the forehead, and therefore, in apply the rule of thirds, one must take into account the ethnic background of the patient.

Vertical fifths
In the vertical plane, the neoclassical canon divides the face into equal fifths. The lateral fifth either side extends from the lateral helix of the ear to the exocanthus of the eye. The two eye fissures represent one fifth each. The middle fifth, which is the distance between the medial canthi of the eye, corresponds to the width of the nose (Figure 2), as measured between the alae bilaterally. Therefore the ‘perfect’ nose conforming to the vertical fifth rule should be one fifth of the width of the face. As is the case with horizontal thirds, there are deviations from this rule based on ethnicity, and this rule may be considered too narrow for many faces, especially in non-Caucasian populations. The stereotypical African-American nose has a wider nasal base. Similarly, Sim et al. noted that Chinese women had wider intercanthal distances and wider nasal base. Interestingly, this preserves the vertical harmony of the face as the wider intercanthal distance complements the wider nasal base, making the face appear in proportion still.

Golden ratio
The concept of the golden ratio dates back to Ancient Greece. It was named as Phi by the sculptor Parthenon Phidias and is an irrational number approximately equal to 1.618. It is also known as the Fibonacci ratio or the ‘divine proportions’. The golden ratio is naturally occurring, and widely used in architecture and art but has also been applied to facial aesthetics. Proportions conforming to this ratio are said to be aesthetically pleasing to the eye and our brains subconsciously attach the concept of beauty to it. The value has been applied to many facial proportions. Of note, it describes the ideal mouth width to nose width ratio.

Dorsum
The profile of the nose is a vital consideration in terms of its overall aesthetic appearance. There are variations of an attractive dorsum. A straight dorsum between the radix (depression at the root of the nose) and the tip with no supratip break, or a straight dorsum reduced to a level approximately 2mm below the tip, creating a retroussé with a supratip break are both considered attractive. The latter was preferred by Caucasian females. However, an over-section of the dorsum resulting in excessive concavity has become a hallmark of an operated nose, which is a look most patients want to avoid. Hence there has been a possible shift towards preference for a straight dorsum. This interestingly, highlights the concept that aesthetic surgery can incite changes in beauty standards, something that may become more prevalent in the coming years.

Radix projection
Radix projection- measured as vertical distance between the corneal and the radix plane, can be expressed on the basis of ideal nose length. Byrd and Hobar proposed that this should be 0.28x the ideal nose length. The aesthetic range for Caucasian population is normally 9-14mm.

Tip projection
The tip projection of the nose should be proportional to the nasal length. This has been a topic of much debate and research,
with various rules and calculations have been put forward over the years. Byrd and Hobart expressed the ideal tip projection as 0.67x the ideal nasal length. Baum's method describes a 2:1 ratio of a vertical line from the nasofrontal angle to the vertex of the nasolabial angle that ends at a perpendicular junction to a horizontal line passing to the nasal tip (Figure 3a). This ratio was felt to produce excessive tip projection by Powell and Humphreys, hence they modified this ratio to 2.8:1 by measuring the vertical line from the nasofrontal angle to the nasolabial angle (Figure 3b). A third method described by Simons proposed that the upper lip and the base length of the nose should be equal in a ratio of 1:1, hence incorporating consideration of the lip in determining the ideal nasal tip projection (Figure 3c). Goode's method uses a 3-4-5 triangle (Figure 3d). One side of the triangle is measured from the nasofrontal angle through to the alar crease; the second line is perpendicular to the first line going from the alar crease to the defining point of the nasal tip. The third line is drawn along the dorsum of the nose completing the right angle triangle. The ratio of the projection of the nose measured from the alar crease should be 0.55-0.60 of the nasal dorsal length (measured from the nasion to the nasal tip). Lastly, in a study by Crumley and Lanser, two more ratios were put forward. The first ratio uses the distance from the nasofrontal angle to the upper lip vermilion-cutaneous border; the ideal nasal projection should be 0.2833 anterior and perpendicular to this line (Figure 3e). The second method, put forward in the same paper, is similar to Goode's method but measures the vertical distance from the nasofrontal angle to the mandibular profile. The ideal tip projection should be 0.2364 of this vertical length (Figure 3f). The advantage of the Crumley and Lanser methods is that they take into account the upper lip length and the total facial height including the superior-inferior dimensions of the maxilla and the mandible. Interestingly, despite the various methods proposed, other research has suggested that none of the rules or proportions for nasal tip projection correlate with facial attractiveness, although the most attractive faces have nasal tip projections that are closer to the ideal ratios proposed by Goode and Crumley than unattractive faces.

The potential issue with utilising the aforementioned ratios other than the Crumley and Lanser method is that they do not take into account the proportions of the lower third of the face, in particular, the mandible. The authors recommend using the Crumley and Lanser method in order to keep the nose in
proportion to the overall balance of the face, which arguably gives superior cosmesis than a mathematically ideal nasal tip projection, but is not in harmony with the rest of the face. For example, a prognathic chin can make one's nose look bigger. This is a particular consideration in Asian patients, where the chin is typically shorter and more retruded (19).

Tip rotation
Tip rotation is a contributing factor to an aesthetically pleasing nasal profile. A range of nasolabial angle from 95-115 degrees is considered desirable in women, whilst 90-95 degrees is preferred in men. In a study by Sinno et al., an angle of 104.9 ± 4.0 degrees was preferable in women and 97 ± 6.3 degrees was preferable in men as rated by the general population (20). The tip rotation should always be considered with the protrusion of the upper lip in mind; a greater lip protrusion may tolerate a greater degree of nasal tip rotation, such as that typically seen in African-Americans.

Columellar show
The columella is the bridge of tissue that separates the nostrils at the nasal base. Columellar show is an assessment of how much of the inner lining of the nostrils is visible on profile view. The ideal columellar show is generally accepted to be between 2mm-4mm (21). Excessive columellar show can be due to a variety of reasons, such as natural tendency towards hanging columella and alar retraction, previous rhinoplasty, trauma, or a combination of factors. Nine alar-columella relationships exist due the three configurations each for the columella (normal, hanging, retracted), and the alar rim (normal, hanging, retracted). The relationship between the alar and the columella results in 3 types of excessive columellar show: upper, lower and combined. Out of those, upper show is the most common. Upper excessive columellar show occurs when levator ala nasi over-contracts, elevating and retracting the alar rim, giving the nostrils a more dilated appearance. Lower excessive columellar show occurs due to excessive downward pull of depressor septi nasi, making the nasal septum appear more pronounced in profile view. Combined columellar show is due to over-contraction of both aforementioned muscles.

Nasomental line
The nasomental line is one connecting the nasal tip to the menton, touching the lips (Figure 4). The aesthetics of the nose and the chin should harmonise. Ideally, the chin should lie along this line for no more than 3mm posterior. Studies have found that deviance (either retraction or protrusions) from the nasomental line of up to 4mm have no real effect on attractiveness. However, deviance beyond this adversely impacts the aesthetic profile of the face (22). Given the implication of the nasomental line, assessment of the nose should also take into consideration the size of the chin. Any patient contemplating rhinoplasty may also need correction of the chin to balance the overall facial proportions when seen in profile.

Recent changes and future research
More recently, the role of the aforementioned neoclassical canons and geometrical rules have been challenged. A study of Italian models selected for a beauty contest showed that the middle third of the face was smaller than the upper and lower third; and the intercanthal width was smaller than the nose width (23). Another recent study (24), found that in Caucasian females, a mathematically averaged nose is more attractive. Rating of the composite nose created from 80 separate images was higher than that of the original images. Moreover, the closer an individual’s nose shape resembles the average shape, the more attractive it is. Shifts in contemporary concepts of beauty drives the need to test these empirical formulae in depth and develop new canons, ideally using a three-dimensional approach, and taking account the overall balance of the face and also ethnic and cultural differences.

Conclusions
The ‘perfect’ nose blends harmoniously with other features of the face. A nose suitable for a given face depend on the gender and build, as well as the overall dimensions of the face, hence a mathematically ideal nose is not necessarily the ‘perfect’ nose for every face. Rhinoplasties are of huge popularity, regardless of ethnicity (25-27), as such there has been rigorous research into the ideal nasal geometry to help guide surgical planning. There is controversy about whether the neoclassical canons and geometrical rules are still the desired target but nevertheless they provide useful guidance in the assessment of the nose. There may not be one exemplary ‘perfect’ nose universally but rather we should allow for ethnic variations and individual preferen-
ces. The changing contemporary views on facial plastic surgery should challenge us to further develop our understanding and develop potential new canons using more advanced three-dimensional technologies.
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